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Judicial review system is the core to guarantee the success of 
constitution’s implementation. And it is the duty of a constitutional government 
to set up. Whether the Judicial review system functions or not directly relates to 
the limitation of government’s power and guarantee of human rights. From the 
connotation of constitutionalism, the core lies in limiting government’s power 
while the goal is to guarantee human rights. Since that, human rights guarantee 
is the ultimate aim of judicial review system. 
Sixty-five years after the current Japanese constitution’s implementation, 
although Japanese public have different opinions about this constitution which 
is of strong bond with America, it was with the direction of the constitution that 
Japan started post-war reconstruction, recovered the economy, rejuvenated and 
stabilized the country in a peaceful way after the World War Ⅱ.Because of 
that, the Japanese constitution became the successful model of American Law 
transferred to Asian. In this historical progress, judicial review system has 
played an irreplaceable role.  
Although since the establishment of Japanese judicial review system, it has 
been suffered from denouncement because they take excessive judicial 
passivism. However, since 21st century, Japanese supreme judicial court took a 
relatively positive attitude. And there was an obviously tend of paying more 
attention to human rights guarantee. The purpose of this article is to introduce 
the transition of Japanese judicial review system and to attach importance to the 
human rights guarantee function of Japanese Court by the latest 
unconstitutional case—nationality confirm request event.  
The significance here lies in applying different methods, namely  
empirical study, comparative study, historical research to analyze technical 















revealing the meaning of Japanese judicial review system for standard 
constitution and guarantee human rights through this East Asian neighboring 
country’s real law cases. 
This whole article has three chapters, besides introduction and conclusion: 
Chapter 1 gives an outline of background and progress of Japanese judicial 
review system’s establishment while combing its development course.  
characteristic of Japanese judicial review system is expounded as well. 
Chapter 2 introduces Japanese law unconstitutional case—nationality 
confirm request case which happened in 2008 hearing by Japanese the Supreme 
Judicial Court. The same question happened before is compared and analyzed in 
order to get the fundamental theory of violation of the constitution and 
technology analysis. 
Chapter 3 expounds standard bases and fundamental rights of Japanese 
judicial review system based on Chapter one and two. And additionally human 
rights guarantee function is technically analyzed. 
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③ 《日本国宪法》第 81 条：“ 高法院为有权决定一切法律、命令、规则以及处分是否符合宪法的
终审法院。” 
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